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SJ CONCERT CONCLUDES BRIDGES HEADS
JAYCEE MUSIC FESTIVAL MEMORIAL DAY
By PAT O’BRIEN
PROGRAM AT SJS
With the strains of San Jose State college’s symphonic orchestra
"tuning up," music students from nine northern junior colleges filed
into the Morris Dailey auditorium last night. A joint concert by the
Symphonic Orchestra and A Cappella Choir concluded Northern California Junior College Festival Day at San Jose State college.
Berlioz’s Overture "A Roman
Carnival," Opus 9, gave a booming opening to the concert. Under
the conductorship of Dr. Lyle
Have you given up hope of
Downey, theAssured power of the
..ever finding that lost text book
music was utilized to its fullest.
or fountain pen?
The A Cappello choir opened its
"Don’t," advises Edith Huber
presentation with "Cantate Domino" by Hassler, which seemed to of the Information office, "until
put them in the mood for their you’ve checked with our Lost
next selection, the soothing "Splen- and Found department."
dor Falls on Castle Walls," by
There are a lot of text books
Delius. A cunning imitation of the and other articles in the Lost
tambourine by the male voices in and Found office now. They will
Debussy’s "VVItene’er the Tambou- be disposed of after this week,
rine I Hear" seemed to please both Mrs. Huger said.
audience and choir alike.

LOST? MAY BE HERE

POWERFUL VOICE
Wesley Walton lent his powqrful voice to "The Turtle Dove
Song." The baritone’s resonant
voice filled the auditorium. Walton’s enunciation was unusually
fine in this Vaughn Williams selection.
"Cherubim Song" by Tschesnokov, beautifully done, concluded
the choir’s program. Under the
magnetic direction of Mr. William
Erlendson, the choir gave a notable performance. The male voices were particularly outstanding.
For the final concert piece, Dr.
Downey again entered the stage
to conduct the orchestra in Hanson’s famous Symphony No. 2,
A subtly insistant
"Romantic."
melody, acted upon at intervals by
the different instrumental groups,
fascinating throughout.
proved
The violins were in particularly
good harmony through the ingenious theme. The concert found itself an unusually appreciative audience in the young enthusiastic
group.
BOOGIE WOOGIE
A few changes in program, and
a bit of improvising with boogie
woogie crept into the presentation,
to the delight of many in the audience. The San Jose State Woodwind choir, conducted by Mr. Thomas Eagan, performed at the dinner program at the Scottish Rite
temple.

VA Delays Vets’
Dependents’ Pay
"Full increases! for GI’s with
two or more dependents will not
, go inta effect until the end of
May," announced Mrs. Bill Elam,
campus veterans’ representative,
yesterday.
Mrs. Elam stated that veterans
who are entitled to $120 a month
subsistence received $105 this
month. The additional $15 should
be made up next month when all
the records will have been compiled.

Police School Head
Attends Confab
Professor Willard E. Schmidt,
police school department head, left
the campus today to attend a Governor’s conference in Palo Alto
deallng with family and youth in
difficulty. This will be the first
local meeting of the California
Youth authority.
Prof. Schmidt, also a member of
the State Advisory committee for
Peace Officers’ Training, will be
in Los Angeles Wednesday, Thursday and Friday to take part in the
California State program of peace
officers’ training.

SJ TRACKMEN CRUSH BULLDOGS
102-28 FOR FIFTH STRAIGHT WIN
By CARL UNDERWOOD
The Spartan track team chalked
up its fifth straight win over CCAA opponents Tuesday night by
crushing Fresno State 102-28 at
the Bulldogs’ Ratcliffe _stadium.
The Overhonse brothers, Ray
and Howard, set the lone meet record* of the night. Ray tossed the
discus 151’ 4" to smash the old
mark of 147’, while Howard cleared l3’6" In the pole vault to tie
the meet standard.
Don Smalley returned to his old
form in the dashes, winning the
100 by about two yards from team
mate Bob Bingham, and shading
Bingham and the third Spartan
sprinter, Steve O’Meara, in the
220. Smalley’s time of 9.7 in the
100 was his best effort this season.
The local thinclads swept four
events, both sprints, the 880, and
discus, and captured 13 out of a
possible 15 first places.
Thelno Knowles ran his fastest

880 of the year, winning easily in
the good time of 1:54.8.
Stu Inman pulled one of the
biggest surprises of the night
when he won the 440 In 50.8. Fred
Mangini did not enter the event
because of a bad cold.
The closest duels, outside of the
dashes, came in the two mile and
120 high hurdle races. San Jose’s
Merle Knox out-sprinted Fresno’s
Vierra to win by two yards in the
former, while the Bulldogs’ Olsen
edged Rodger Symthe in the high
barriers.
The only other Fresno victory
came in the 220 low hurdles when
Martin hit the tape ahead of the
Spartans’ Tom Birmingham in
23.8.
The Spartans travel to Santa
Barbara Saturday where they will
oppose all the teams in the CCAA
conference.
Summary:
(Continued on page 6)

Dr. Ronald Bridges, president of
the Pacific School of Religion at
Berkeley, will be the speaker at
the annual Memorial Day exercises to be held at 10 a.m. Friday,
May 28, in the, Atorris Dailey auditorium. Classes will be dismissed
for the half-hour program honoring those who left campus to serve
their country in time of war. Dr.
Bridges is the brother of Senator
H. Styles Bridges of New Hampshire.
The college ROTC will participate in the program with a salute
to the colors led by Cadet Colonel
James Oliver. The symphonic band
and the Men’s Chorus will also
be heard.
Parents of the 200 college men
who did not return from the batand representatives of
tlefields
San Jose patriotic organizations
have been invited to attend the
program.

Garden City Boys
Pound Out Wm
The Garden City Athletic alb
softball nine pounded out a 19-6
win over Spartan Chi yesterday,
in one of the two opening games
lof the day’s meet.
The contest
went the full seven innings.
The other diamond found Spartan Manor victor over the Spartan Daily Reds by a 13 to 8 margin, in a game that was nip and
tuck to the end of the seventh
frame. The Reds scored 13 hits to
10 for the Manor nine.
The Ridgerunners downed the
Newman club softballers 9-2 in
seven innings of snappy softball
in the second period of play. Bud
"Satchel Page" Castle pitched a
two-hit game for the Ridgerunners.
The Hit Paraders trounced a
game Student Y team 34-8 in a
five -inning heat. Al Grass and
Bruce "Diz" McNeill hit a homer
apiece for the Y boys.

SPARDI GRAS
BALLYHOO
BEGINS MAY 6
"Wednesday, May 6, is the opening date for Spardi Gras queen
publicity," announced Sal Milian,
publicity director, yesterday. He
announced an important
also
meeting of all queen campaign
managers for that day at 11:30 in
the SG office, room 8.
According to rules distributed
by Queen Chairman Bill Ellsworth, publicity shall be limited
in the following ways: "One publicity article in the Spartan Daily
other than general articles run
concerning the queen contest. 2,
one rally. 3, unlimited posters, publicity stunts, etc. 4, Violators of
the above rules must forfeit the
right of their candidate to compete."
Ellsworth’s rules also state that
advertising signs, posters and
stunts will be restricted to the
Quad, the walk from the Quad
to the Coop and to the Coop itself.
No signs will be displayed in such
a manner that requires trespassing on tile roofs, the use of nails,
tacks Or wires used on trees or
shrubs, states the regulations. Also emphasized is that publicity
shall not impede traffic In any
Way.

In the most spectacular Student Council meeting of the quarter,
students requesting that anti-discrimination amendments be added to
the constitution presented a petition with 1204 signatures yesterday
afternoon.
The petition was accepted by the Council, and submitted toihe
Student Court. Here the signatures will be checked, and if found
valid, a yes-no ballot regarding the acceptance or rejection of the
amendments will come to an ASB vote on May 12.
The committee fostering the petition requested that an additional
article be added to the three anti- i
discrimination measures already ’ Granting of funds to send Em suggested. Bob Cronentiller, junior Ierson Arends, president, and Tom
class representative, proposed that Wall, president-elect, to the Pa the Council refuse to accept the cific Student Presidents’ associafourth amendment since the peti-Ition at Tempe, Arizona, was made.
tion had been signed by the stu- The meeting will take place on
dents with only the three original may 6, 7, 8 and 9, and will be at changes it mind,
tended by many college and university representatives from the
IS ACCEPTED
five western states of California,
The Council, however, chose to Nevada, Washington,
Oregon and
accept the fourth amendment, as Arizona.
of
submitted. The complete text
The Association met last year
the addition follows:
"These amendments shall not be In Vancouver, British Columbia,
construed as limiting the right of with former President Marty Taythe administration, departments, lor and Arends as San Jose State
or faculty to evaluate students on ’ college delegates.
their merits; nor shall they be
Al Campbell, Lycurgus business
construed as limiting the right of manager, asked for a loan of $110
any student organization to select to cover the printing costs of the
its members on any legitimate magazine. The money was granted
basis."
with the understanding that it be
When the proposed constitution !returned to the student body as
appears on the May 12 ballot, an I sales revenue is available.
accompanying measure, NSA afAs designated by the newly -apfiliation, will also be presented for ,
proved student constitution a facstudent vote.
ulty coordinator is to sit on the
NEW PRESS BOX
Board of Control. Yesterday, the
Other Council business involved Student Council elected to have
the appropriation of $1000 for the Dr. Robert Rhodes, biology profesrenovation of the press box on the sor, serve in that capacity.
east side of Spartan stadium.
When the work will begin on this
improvement was not discussed.
The nominations assembly for
the senior justice of the Student
Court and for the class representatives to the Student Council was
All students who made appointset for May 12 in Morris Dailey1 ments with Mrs. Harriet Craven
auditorium.
Election date for of Fallen Leaf Lodge for Thursthese offices was arranged for , day are requested by Mrs. MariMay 17, with the run-off date on jane Kinney of the Science departMay 19.
ment to re -make their appointThe selection of yell leader will ments for Friday, May 7, in room
be handled by appointment this 100 of the Science building. Mrs.
year, a result of the new Rally Craven will be on campus from 10
committee constitution.
a.m. until 2 p.m. on Friday.

Girls Must Make
Appointments

OFF THE WIRE
.By UNITED PRESS

Edited by PAUL VON HAFFTEN

WASHINGTON --Congress happenings: A peace -time draft for
Americans between the ages of 19 through 25 seemed a step nearer
as the House Armed Services committee voted 28-5 in favor of the
two years’ military service. Housing Administrator R. M. Foley believed that the government should help low income groups get adequate housing to rid the nation of slum areas. Senate President
Arthur Vandenberg of Michigan sent the Oleo repeal tax bill to the
Senate Agriculture committee. Howard Bruce, a Baltimore banker,
was named to assist Paul Hoffman ERP director. The Senate Judiciary committee approved a resolution to alter the electoral college
system where a candidate receiving most votes in state presidential
elections would get the electoral votes. Under the new plan each
candidate would obtain electoral votes in each state to the same
percentage of the popular vote he received.
WASIFEINGTONFederal Judge David A. Pine ruled yesterday
that a House Un-American Activities sub-committee has the right to
ask a witness if he ever belonged to the Communist party. He made
the ruling in the contempt of Congress trial of Hollywood film writer
Dalton Trumbo.
CHICAGOGovernment mediators declared that they were sure
that the nation’s railroads were as far apart as ever in their dispute.
HONOLULUNavy and police were investigating reports of
under-water volcanic activity off the north shore of Oahu. The report
came from lialelwa, 40 miles from Honolulu. Accounts stated that
the ocean water boiled and sulfur came from a reef a mile off shore
for an hour. Oahu Island was presumed to be volcanically dead.
VATICAN CITYPope Pius called for worldwide prayers for a
Just settlement in Palestine.
JERUSALEMBritish reinforcements landed yesterday and silenced Arab and Jewish guns In the Holy City where a tough ceasefire was issued. The troops came from nearby Cyprus and Malta
Islands.
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Social Science Authorities Express Election Opinions
By LEONARD KREIDT
"What are Stassen’s chances?
Will Truman be replaced for the
Democratic nomination?. Is the
Southern revolt serious or is it
Just ’another pre-election flashin-the-pan?"
In thi; election year, 1948, these
are questions that are being constantly asked, discussed and argued over. This election will be
the first in 16 years in which the
Republican party has felt that
destiny is swinging its way. They
are literally "hell-bent for election."
The ,Democrats, on the other
hand, are, for the first time in
16 years, feeling a drought of
election material. In addition to
having no really strong contender
for the presidency they are beset
by the defection of the Wallace
wing of the party and by a hotheaded revolt in the traditionally
solid South.
AMUSING POSITIONS
To the unconcerned, the relative
positions of the two major parties are mildly amusing. The
Democrats are stuck with a lead,.
er who, they feel, is not strong
enough to carry the party banner.
Even if they could possibly deposit him gently by the wayside,
they would be faced with the dilemma of finding a man to replace him. The Republicans, on
the other hand, are surfeited with
candidates, any of whom could
possibly win the election.
The Spartan Daily feels that
the three questions above are of
sufficient interest to San Jose
State students that a poll of the

experts would be both profitable
and instructive. Therefore, 13
members of the Social Science department were interviewed and
asked for their opinions on the
questions. In Justice - to those
quizzed, it must be emphasized
that their statements are opinions, not predictions.

is not the people’s candidate.
Pressure from the people will
cause the Republican machine t
defeat him.
"It’s not likely that Truman
will be replaced.
"The South will vote solidly
MISS CLARA HINZE: "Stassen’s chances are good if left to Democratic."
the popular expression but not if
DR.
OLlyk
K.
GILLIAM:
The majority of the opinions left to the political machine.
"Stassen may lose some popular
given indicate that Stassen will
"Eisenhower would be the only liberal support because he has not
take the popular Republican vote possible substitute for Truman. been consistently liberal. He is
but may be double -dealt out of’ He could give Stassen a good race. playing an astute political game.
the nomination by the party ma"I am undecided as to how the Some will question whether he
chine in favor of a dark horse. All South is going to vote."
will be a statesman as well as a
but three are of the opinion that
EDGAR A. HORNIG: "The race politician.
Truman definitely will not be rePOPULAR APPEAL
placed for the Democratic nomi- is coming between Stassen and
nation and all but three feel that Dewey. Taft’s support is limited.
"Eisenhower may be the only
the South will remain true to the Stassen has a pretty good chance chance for the Democrats. He
Democratic party although they although he certainly is not a has popular appeal. However,
may do a lot of kicking and roar- certainty.
Truman will not likely be re"The cbance of replacing Tru- placed.
ing right up to the time of the
man for the Democratic nominaelection.
"The South will vote the Demotion is rather slight.
cratic ticket if Truman will make
Following are the opinions ex"The Southern revolt is one of
some concessions."
pressed by the individual instructhe most serious in the history of
tors:
MRS. GLADYS WALDR,ON: "I
the Democratic party. However,
DR. LEO P. KIBBY: "Stas- behind - the - scenes deals may admire Stassen for the masterful
sen has too many competitors, change the attitude of the South. job he is doing as a politician,
which may deadlock the conven- When election time comes, most He will take the popular vote altion. That will mean either Van- Southerners will vote for Tru- though he is politically inconsistent. The Republican machine will
man."
denberg or a dark horse."
buck him .it possible, however.
NO CHANCE
MAY WITHDRAW
"Truman will not be replaced.
DR. WILLIAM POYTRESS: There is po other available ma"It wouldn’t surprise me if
Truman withdrew if the trend of "Stassen has no chance for the terial.
the past two months keeps on. Republican nomination. Vanden"Truman will have to relinA substitute who could win would Wrg is possible and Dewey will quish FEPC in order to conciliate
show lots of strength.
be Eisenhower, if he’d run.
the South. If he doesn’t, they’ll
"Truman will probably not be split and may support a Republi"The South will remain solid."
CLAUDE N. SETTLES: "Stas- replaced. There Is not another can."
sen will meet with popular ap- figure in the Democratic camp
DR. GEORGE G. BRUNTZ:
"Stassen will take the popular
proval but not with that of the big enough to handle it.
"The South will go along with vote. The party machine won’t
Old Guard who will work for a
deadlock in the convention and Truman."
have him. He’s too progressive.
OWEN M. BROYLES: "Stassen If he’s nominated, he’ll win.
the nomination of a dark horse.
"No, Truman will not be replaced. Eisenhower will not run.
"Truman’s civil rights proposals
are just more than the South will
swallow. They will not support
him."

"There is no available material
to replace Truman. Ike is out.
are
Democrats
"Southerners
first, revolters second. They’ll be
_
DEAN R. CRESAP: "The party
machine won’t put up with Stassen. Neither Taft nor Dewey will
compromise with him.
"The only chance of replacing
Truman would be through a volun_
tary step-down. It isn’t likely.
WILL GO ALONG
"The South will go along with
Truman, with or without compromise."
DR. FREDERICK E. GRAHAM:
"Stassen’s chances are fair now.
If he continues his showing in the
primaries, they’ll improve.
"Truman can’t be shoved aside
by the party not will he quit.
"The South will support Truman."
DR. ANDRM P. LASSEN:
"Stassen will get the delegates but
may not get the nomination.
"7 doubt that Truman will be
replaced. There is no other outstanding Democratic personality to
take the nomination.
"The South will grudgingly support Trumanif he does not further antagonize them."
MRS. MILDRED G. WINTERS:
-"Stassen may tie with Dewey. If
so, a dark horse will be nominated. Vandenberg is possible.
Stassen will have to buck the
machine, in any case.
"Unless Truman withdraws voluntarily, he will not be replaced.
"The South is becoming more
favorable to Truman already.
When the time comes, they’ll vote
Democratic."

Students’ Thrust And Parries Blast Dr. MacQuarrie
Free Spirit

Use Initiative

Dear Editor:

Dear Thrust and Parry:

The petition campaign to place
an amendment forbidding discrimination against anyone, whatever
his race, creed, color, or ethnic
background, is being brought to
the students by fellow students.
not an outside group. It is a pity
that the principle embodied in
this proposed amendment, which
is wholly in accord with spirit of
our long heritage of freedom and
equality, arouses so much alarm.

In a recent article, Dr. MacQuarrie saw fit to criticize the
group circulating petitions asking for an anti-discrimination
clause in the student body constitution. As a member of that group,
I would like to comment on the
not -too-subtle inuendos by our
president

Many of the students who signed
the petitions had comments to
make concerning various phases of
discrimination practiced here.
Although all’ of the petition
sheets haven’t been tabulated as
yet, we feel quite certain that we
have enough signatures at present
to bring the issue up for a student
body vote. Dr. MacQuarrie’s repeated remarks about the "militant" nature of the campaign are
rather hard to understand. The
entire campaign was publicized
through the Spartan Daily, and
the majority of the petition circulators were ready and willing to
discuss any phase of the proposals which were not understood.
There wasn’t any "arm-twisting," and pressure was put on no
one to obtain signatures. A lot
of lively discussion was promoted,
and there were very few people
who signed the petition without
being aware of Its provisions.
Nevertheless, soon the issue will
come up for a student vote. It
will certainly not be any credit
to San Jose State’s reputation for
tolerance to vote down the proposed amendments.
ASB 3575

The individuals sponsoring the
petition are following the regular
student government procedure on
It is contended that such an such matters.
Would you deny
amendment would split the college them that right and privilege?
into two opposing camps. Very As for the interpretation given
well, supposing the bigots and to the proposed amendments, I
reactionaries on campus are an- fear they are merely suppositions
gered by an amendment forbid- on Dr. MacQuarrie’s part.
There are no "vested interests"
ding discrimination, does this
mean that we should quickly give behind the movement, and none
up all hope of success for this of the proverbial "axe-grinding."
democratic measure? Just how Dr. MacQuarrie’s reference to an
easily do we refrain from carry- outside group is absolutely withing out democracy when it is chal- out proof, or any real basis, and
lenged? If a minority is opposed is a rather underhanded method
to democracy, should we let them of trying to discredit a group of
have their way, in order to avoid students who are sincere in their
controversy??
beliefs and honest in their IntenAnother point is this: The Negro tions.
I challenge every student to
people, the Japanese people, and
other groups ,who suffer from dis- read over the proposed amendcrimination want their rights now ments and see if they’re in agreewhile they are still alive. They ment with Dr. MacQuarrie’s con- Dear Thrust and Parry:
don’t enjoy being second-class citi- tention that they would:
With reference to Dr. MacQuarzens, and no one can justify the
(1) Destroy the present student
rie’s cleverly written "propaganda"
continuance of such discrimination
government.
in a democratic society. The pro(2) Split the campus into war- article appearing in the Thursday,
April 29 issue of the Sparta* Daily
posed amendment would defend
ring factions.
their rights on campus. If passing
(3) Cause student body cards may we present the following rean amendment like this is going
to be invalidated at games buttal.
If "there has been no discrimitoo fast, just how slowly are we
or other functions.
to progress?
The statement that there has nation against any group" (not
William Stables
been no discrimination at San even in the athletic department),
ASB 5060
Jose is a highly debateable issue. then why all the full? Certainly,
if There has -been- no discrimination, a few words in the constitution against discrimination because
of race, creed, color or ethnic
background can do no more harm
than the Bill of Rights and the
13th and 14th amendments to the
constitution of the United States.
EDITORPhil Robertson
How can the proposed amendBUSINESS MANAGER_.
_____
.........______._ .... .... ....Fred Albright ments possibly "split our campus
ASSOCIATE EDITORS
Paul Cane, Dave Leonard into warring factions" if there is
FEATURE EDITOR
lob Soden
SPORTS EDITOR._
______Barney Barnett no discrimination? How do they
,
COPY EDITOR
__._ .. _Jacque Wolff have anything to do with the stateWIRE EDITOR
___..Paul von Hafften
SOCIETY EDITOR
Ruth McCarthy ment that "student body cards
REPORTERSMerle lionden, Frank Brown, Al Caldwell, John Del Secco, Marie Dines, Jack would not admit to games or
Golden, Sob Noisily, James Hoffe, Ruth James, Leonard Kreldt, Wafter Lewin,
Lou Nola, Dave Permit Res Parrish, Tow Rowen, PhIIIIp Smith, Carl Underwood, other functions?" How can they
Arnold Wachter, Reify Whitaker, and Virgil Wilton.
"cause us no good" or "set our

Propaganda

Editorial
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program of friendliness back many
years" if there is no discrimination?

San Jose students are supposedly intelligent thinking individuals,
and shouldn’t be swayed by any
type of "propaganda" no matter
by whom it is presented. The petitions currently being passed
around do not put these amendments into the constitution, but
only bring them up before the
student body for a vote. In a
democracy the majority (theoretically) rules, consequently, even
if you are for discrimination on
any grounds you should be willing to bring these amendments up
for a vote. Majority rules, that’s
simple.
There is not an unrecognized
group supporting this petition. No
"organized" group is behind them,
only
interested
democratically
minded students:
Interested individuals,
G. Hall Landry, 8101; Bruce McNeil, 2000; BM Duniavy, 4183;
Art L. Butler, 3591; and Wihneth
Axelsen, 3924.

Generalities
Thrust and Parry
and Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie:
In the column "Just Among
Ourselves" Dr. MacQuarrie wrote
in generalties against the three
Anti-Discrimination Amendments
now in the form of an initiative
petition. No
how about being
specific
1. How would these three
amendments"destroy our fine
student body organization?"
"Warring factions" have yet
to destroy the United States
Government. It is when one
of the factions has been made
illegal that our democracy
will be destroyed.
2. How will these amendments
as stated eliminate the use
of student body cards at
"games or other functions"
unless this is being. used as
a threat to prevent the
amendments from going
through?
3. Is your definition of a"wholesome place" by any chance
a place where everybody lies
down and does nothing when
there is disagreement?
4. How would these amendments
"hamper the good work already started?" And if there
is friendliness already how
would guaranteeing future

friendliness cause unfriendliness?
5 And Dr. MacQuarrie, I. would
like proof that discrimination
is "slowly disappearing in our
country . . ." in view of the
racial problem developing as
indicated by the rising Antisemitism in this country, and
the increasing hostility toward minority racial groups
in many new localities.
And finally as a point of information, this "outside group" to
which you refer was started by
students of this school of their
own volition and is composed only
of members of the student body.
Roland K. Johnson, ASB 2823

We Agree
Dear Thrust and Parry
and Dr. MacQuarrie:
We are in complete agreement
with your statement, Dr. MacQuarrie, that most students too
easily fall for propaganda. As a
matter of fact, if we should allow
ourselves to fall for your recent
column on the anti -discrimination
petition, we would be doing just
that. Every major point in the
column is an emotionalized statement completely unsupported by
facts or logic.
Circulating a petition to introduce a.-new provision into the constitution is recognized peaceful
democratic procedure. Why is it
militant? ’In what way could it
be called FORCING a
into the co
ere has
been no discrimination in this
campus, as you claim, why would
such a provision split us into warring factions? You say that such
an amendment would hamper the
good work already started. Of
what good work do you speak?
Can you mention specific examples? It is of course needless
to say that if there is no discrimination on this campus there is no
need for this good work, whatever
it might be.
We would like to see tlie sweeping generalizations in your column
backed by facts and logic, not appeals to fear and ignorance, both
of which, inconveniently for some,
are not too common among college students of today.
Jewel Schneider, ASB 2231
Bernard SchuSsel, ASB 7100
Margaret Maddry, ASB 1951
Rose Cerra, ASB 882

-

Woodwind Choir OPERA TO STAR ruesday, May 4 1948
Performs Tuesday CADWALLADER
ISDSC PRESIDENT
San Jose State college Woodwind choir, conducted by Mr. Tho- AS ANNABEL
mas Eagan, will perform next
Tuesday, May 11, in the college
Little Theater, reports the Music
department.
Student performers are Phyllis
Mace (bassoon), George Cunha
(oboe), Virginia Howe (violoncello), and Lavinia Book (piano).
The program was released as
follows:
Serenade No. 11 in E Flat MajorAllegro, Minuet, Adagio, Mozart.
Rondino for Wind Instruments,
Beethoven.
Concerto for Oboe in G Minor
Grave, AllegroHandel.
George
Cunha, oboe.
Sonata for Violoncello in F MaOr, Opus 5, No. 1, Beethoven; Adagio sostenuto-allegro, allegro elvaceVirginia Howe (violoncello)
and Lavinia Book (piano.
Concerto No. 1 for Bassoon in
B Flat Major, Mozart; allegro.
Phyllis Mace, bassoon.
Deuxieme Suite, Dubobi: Ronde
des archers, Chanson Lesbienne,
Petite Valse, Stella Matutina, Menuet.

Yvonne Cadwallader, sophomore
speech and drama major from Los
Altos, will play a principle role
of Annabel in the comic opera
"Robin Hood." The opera is to be
presented by the Speech and Music departments and is scheduled
for a three-night run starting
May 20.
In the opera she sings an old
favorite, "When A Maiden Weds."

YVONNE CADWALLADER
Photo by Jim Liol.
Commenting on Miss Cadwallader’s role, Maurine Thompson,
vocal instructor, said "she has a
natural vivacity which coincides
with the character Annabel, who
requires And possesses a coloratura soprano voice of wide range.
She is able to hit ’F’ above high
’C’."
Tickets are now on sale in the
college Business office and at
Sherman-Clay music store. General admission is $1.50; for students with ASB cards, 90 cents.
All seats are reserved.

Men between 20 and 28 years of ’
age may apply for U. S. Army
pilot and officer training May 10,
11 and 12 in room B-88.

Cal Seniors
A team of three AFAC pro- ’Ag ainst New
curement officers will be on hand
these three days between 9 a.m. Truman Date

and 5 P. m to g ive information and
BERKELEY, (UP)A change
sign up for aviation cadet and of, in the commencement date to pertraining.
candidate
ficer
mit President Truman to address
AVIATION CADET TRAINING University of California c o mMen between 20 and 2811/2 years mencement exercises June 12 toof age who have one-half the cre- day brought charges from irate
dits leading to a college degree, students that "our commencement
or can pass an examination to is being turned into a political
measure the ,equivalent; who can track meet."
The Board of Regents changed
pass the physical and aptitude exarninations are eligible for pilot the date from June 19 to fit Mr.
Truman’s schedule.
officer training.
Senior Charles R. McDonald
Qualified candidates will receive made the "politics" charge in
a
approximately one year training letter to the Daily
Californian,
in modern aircraft. The course is student newspaper.
Thirty other
divided into three phases. Gradu- seniors protested the change
beates will be commissioned in the cause it would upset hotel
and
Air Force Reserve.
travel reservations already obtained by their parents.
OFFICER TRAINING
"What is the sense of having a
Men between 20% and 28 years
commenc
41,-.46he middle of
of age who have been graduated
nal examinations," they
from high school, and are in
wrote. "We will graduate and then
A
ants
health, are eligible.
have to come back to study."
a written
will be require
An editorial in the student newsexamination.
paper charged that "politics" had
Officer Candidate training is of- inte?fered with a "senior week"
fered in classes beginning January that was to have been "the great7 and July 7 each year. Graduates est ever."
will be conunissioned a Second
"Plans for an elaborate senior
Lieutenant in the Air Force Re- week had been completed for the
serve.
June 19 dete."_the editorial said.
Men accepting either of these "Now most "Of those plans have
opportunities are not bound to to go down the drain."
complete the training, and will be
returned to the point of their enlistment.

Miller To Attend
UNESCO Meet
Dr. Harold P. Miller of the San
Jose State English department has
been appointed a delegate to the
Pacific Regional conference of
UNESCO to represent Phi Beta
Kappa alumni in the state of California.
The conference is to be held in
San Francisco on the 13th, 14th,
and 15th of May.

1,111.111

By PAUL CANE
Mentioning the framework of
a student government which hisI
institution is considering, John
Orcutt, San Diego State college
student president, startled delegates at the California State College Federation meeting here Saturday.

however, are not yet worked out."
The visiting student president
stated the Student Council, now
operating with powers similar to
those of the Student Council at
San Jose State, might be split
Into two groups. The lower division students represented on the
Council wail(’ be termed members
of the low& house, while upper
division students would constitute
the upper house.
"Bills, requests, and other governmental affairs would be required to pass both houses, and
then come before the student
president for approval," the San
Diego president stated,

veto, Orcutt anqwered, "Yes, he
would. He would not, coitrary to
the present arrangement, be a
member of the Council, hones his
power would stem from the approval or disapproval of measures
offered by the two houses."
Orcutt added that the student
body secretary would, under the
proposed government, serve only
as secretary to the president.
SPECIAL SECRETARY
"The houses would select a recording secretary to transcribe
minutes and handle the correspondence
of
the
legislative
bodies," he said.
While Orcutt related such proposals to the Federation, spasmodic "oohs" exuded from the student dignitaries present.

IT’S A HOT’ ISSUE

Men Students Entitled To %Apply For
U.S. Army Pilot, Officer Training Here

OM.

STARTLES DELEGATES
WITH IDEAS ON STUDENT GOVERNMENT

REVOLUTIONARY a
Orcutt, during a discussion
among representatives of six California State colleges, off-handedly volunteered information concerning the revolutionary governmental structure that may soon
be indoctrinated at San Diego.
PREXY HAS VETO
"Our proposed system is patterned after the national governWhen asked whether or not the
ment," Orcutt said. "The details, president would have the power of

Co-Ed Picnic
In Alum Rock
Next affair on the Spring program of the Co-Ed Recreation
committee is a picnic to be held
at Alum Rock park Sunday, May
18, from 4 to 10 p.m., announces
Hal Riddle, chairman.
"All members of the student
body are invited, and since the
attendance will be limited to 309
it will be a matter of "first come,
first served," says Riddle.
A picnic supper will be served at
5 p.m.and the lodge will be opened
for dancing from 8 to 10. Transportation will be provided to and
from the park.
’rickets for the event will go on
sale Monday in the Quad and
Business office, at 75 cents each.

SPARTAN DAILY

Pepper Says Henry
’Not A Communist’

CHAPEL HILL, N. C. (UP)
Sen. Claude Pepper, D., Fla., today called Henry A. Wallace a
"good, democratic American and
not a Communist."
But, Pepper said, Wallace will
not be the next president.
The Florida senator told University of North Carolina students
that he believes the Democrats
will win the 1948 presidential
election, no matter who they nominate.

HAVE THE ASB CONSTITUTION REVISION
PETITIONS BEEN CIRCULATED SECRETLY?
NO, SAY SAL MILLAN AND 8 OTHERS
By LOU NOIA
Petitions have been circulated about campus which will compel Student Council to conduct an election to decide whether or not three non-discrimination amendments shall be incorporated info the ASB
Constitution. Over 700 students have already signed.
Have these petitions been circulated in an underhanded, secret fashion?
Do students sign such papers without knowing what they are signing?
Do these signees add their names to such lists merely because their friends do?
Why have some students refused to sign?
These are the questions which have arisen.
Sal Milian, a member of the Constitution Revision committee, has blasted the first query.
"Yes, the amendments were presented to the revision committee for consideration," he explained.
"We could not put them into the constitution, but we suggested that the second amendment be modified, in order to make what they1
wanted to say more specific."
lating one of the petitions, pointed
The proposals were then submit- out, "I believe in the principles
ted to Student Council, who refus- very strongly. The student body
ed informally to accept the mea- should be able to come out and
sures, suggesting that petitions be , say how they stand on the concirculated. Ten percent of the stu- stitution."
dent body would have to sign be"I believe it is the best measure
fore a general election could be
held to get student opininon on the to combat discrimination, not only
issue. Even this, however, would in the present but also in the funot guarantee that the amend- ture," explained Bob O’Neill, petiments would be incorporated into t-Rion committee chairman.
Jim Caputo, advertising major,
the new ASB constitution.
"I’m in favor of such amend- said, "I certainly read it carefully
ments if they are properly writ- before signing it. It is a very worten," declared Milian. "There are , thy cause, but I don’t think it will
too many general clauses in con- work."
Students who refused to sign
stitutions as a whole."
Students questioned who had I the petition, and those who would
signed the petitions had definite have refused if asked to sign, exstatements to make concerning plained their viewpoint.
"I refused to sign it because orallegations that they had not read
the amendments carefully before , ganizations have a right to choose
adding their names to the lists. whom they wish," declared Lou
"I read it Carefully," declared Caligaris, advertising major. "That
Harvey Kramer, advertising ma- , is the way I interpreted part of
jor. "I knew what I was signing; I the amendments."
Lew Bell, personnel administraand I highly approve the propostion major, pointed out that: "Unals."
Ed Kerr, pre-legal major, ex- fair discrimination cannot be solvplained: "Yes, I did read it care- ed by legislation. It is a matter
fully before signing. In fact, I’m ’ of education."
Aeronautics major George Carcirculating one of the petitions."
"I knew its content and import roll offered: "I was not asked to
before signing it," replied Benny slap the petition. However, I
hive refused as long as
Hitchcock, merchandising major:
"Believe me, we need such amend- such amendments would impose
restrictions upon private groups."
ments."
Holly Cornelius, commerce maPsychology major Jerry Sea- ,
"I jor, declared: "I would have rebnry stated - emphatically:
knew exactly what was in the ! fused to sign the petition, alamendments before signing. The though I am against discriminalaw, per se, is of no value. It tion. I believe private organizamakes the people think more tions should be able to choose
whom they wish." ’
about these things."
Several other students, who re"I signed it because it is an
educational step ahead," said fused-to be identified, stated they
either refused to sign the petition
Frank Espinol, pm-legal major.
Wilmeth Axelsen, who is circu- or would not sign if asked. Their
opinions paralleled those, of Mr.
Carroll and Mr. Bell.
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"Claudia" Will Be
Shown By Knights
The Spartan. Knights’ weekly
movie program will feature Rose
Franken’s "Claudia" next Sunday
night at 7:80 in the Morris Dailey
auditorium. Dorothy McGuire will
star in the title role of Claudia,
a role she made famous in the
stage play of the same name. Robert Young, Reginald Gardinier,
and Ina Claire (also a member of
the original Broadway show) complete the cast.
Chapter 12 of the "Adventures
of the Flying Cadets," a cartoon,
and a community sing will complete the program, announced Ray
Bishop, program chairman.

Murri Goes To Finals
SACRAMENTO, (UP) Ruth
Murri, Napa High school senior,
today prepared to compete with
top student speakers from southern California and the coastal region May 17 to 20 in the finals
of a public speaking contest sponsored by the Native Sons of the
Golden West.

No Discrimination
WASHINGTON (UP)The Supreme Court ruled today against
racial real e s tate agreements
Which bar Negroes. andother minorities from "white" neighborhoods.

TODAY’S SPECIAL

TAMALE PIE
290

The Coop_
t*****************AA*****************
FREE!
FOUR THEATER PASSES
STATE AND VICTORY THEATER

I

p sssss will be given away to some lucky State College Student oath
day. Two students’ names will appear in advertisements of the DAILY.
When your name appears, come to the SPARTAN DAILY office and
identify yourself to Fred Albright or advertising staff members anxi-re.
ceive your posses. An "5" after your name indicates State Theater and
"V" Victory Theater.
41044,44-11*****31-1144441411114.
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SPARTANS HOST CARDS

SPORTS

PIFFERINI FACES INDIAN UCLA, USC
NINE UNDER ARC LIGHTS RATED EVEN PE MAJORS
GRADUATE
By PAUL CANE

Rapid Robert Pifferini is slated to put his fast ball on display
tonight at 8, when the Stanford Indians vie with Walt Williams’
nine at the Municipal stadium. Stanford, 9-6 winner of an earlier
contest against the local squad, will be making its only appearance of
the season in San Jose. In tonight’s contest Pifferini win be attempting his second giant-killing role
this spring, the Modesto lad having beaten California’s Bears 4-3
in his 1948 inaugural effort.

SPARTAN CATCHER

SEEK REVENGE
Eager to avenge the set -back
suffered in March at the hands of
Harry Wolter’s Palo Alto basebailers, Williams stated that his
club is now ready fOr its best effort of the season.
"We’re really high on winning
this or," the industrious head
man declared.
Is selecting Fifferini, the righthanded fireballer, Williams is
gambling that Robert’s swift one
under the are lights will be difficult for the enemy nine to fathom. A pitcher who labors on every
toss, Pifferini loses nearly five
pounds each game he works due
to profuse perspiration.
STRONG ARM
Handling the quick deliveries
from the Spartan mound artist
will be big Peter Denevi, workhorse catcher. Denevi, possessed
of an unusually strong throwing
arm, has shown marked improvement in his work behind the log
during the current campaign.
Williams intends using the infield of Will Concklin at third,
Captain Don Lopes at short, Bob
Wuesthoff at second, and newcomer John Smith at first base.
Lopes, slightly-built custodian of
horsehide activities around the
short patch, has proved himself
one of the steadiest college players in action this year. A long-ball
hitter, he will be going for his
fourth home run of the season tonight.
Pint-sized John Metz, fresh from
his six-hit series at Stockton, will
flanked by
patrol center field,
Jack Marcipan in left and Ralph
Kling, hustling right-handed power hitter, in right.

SOFTBALL GAMES
SCHEDULED TODAY
The Student Y nine meet the
Wildcats at 5p.m. today on diamond 1; and on diamond 2 the
Gay Ninery will take the field
against the ktOTC softballers.
Today’s game will mark the
first appearance of the Student Y
teem. The Gay Ninery and ROTC
Warns have played one game each,
and the Wildcats have played
twice.
When the candles are out all
women are fair.

I

LOOK
NEW and USED AUTO PARTS
TRACTOR and TRUCK PARTS

BUSES for HOUSE CARS
and SUNDAY SCHOOLS

_Paul Navarra...
-& Lehman Bros.

0.4. 1ot. "

LOS ANGELES, (UMUCLA
tracksters today were rated even
with USC for their forthcoming
Glen "Tiny" Hartranft, head of
Coast Conference dual off their the4lepartment of physical educaStanclassy 80 to 50 victory over
tion, has released the list of P.E.
, majors who will don cap and gown
ford in Saturday’s track meet.
Lanky Craig Dixon highlighted June 18. 4ccorcling to Tidy, the
the meet when he romped to the following men will be absent from
fastest 220-yard low hurdles mark Spartan teams next year:
Paul Armstrong, Jr., Tudor Boin the nation so far this year,
checking in at 22.7 seconds. He gart, David Fraley, Mel D. Frank,
also copped the 120 high hurdles James Kenneth Johnson, John
in 14.2, a second off his 1947 rec- Michael K a n e, James Marshall
McCarty, Jr., Donald Roscoe Macord.
Dowell,
Ernest Harold Diaries, Wilequalled
Bruin Frank Fletcher
liam Frederick O’Bayley, Kenneth’
the meet record of 1:54.7 in the
Dale Pack, Robert M. Pifferini,
880. Fletcher, Indian George
George Edward Rudloff, Frisco
Beck
Frank
UCLA’s’
and
Grimes
Hari Sailor, Everett George Sawhit the wire only five yards apart.
yer, Ronald Earl Staley, Arthur
Stanford’s mighty field trio of DeWitt Tanner, James Lloyd WaOtis Chandler, Bill Larson and tenpen, John Price Wilber.
Gaylord Bryan set the other three
records. Chandler easily- disposed
of UCLA’s Jerry Shipkey with
a shot put of 53 feet 2 inches.
Larson cleared 13 feet 7 5/8 inches in the pole vault and Bryan
leaped 24 feet 5 inches in the
Cliff Craig will take the mound
broad jump.
tomorrow, when the Frosh nine
face the Lincoln High baseball
squad ifere.
Saturday the Sparbabes swing
back in action when they meet the
Modesto Jaysee Pirates in a
doubleheader.
Pete Mesa pitched practically
perfect ball Saturday when he set
the University of California Frosh
By ARNOLD WECHTER
down with three hits, as the Spartan Frosh went on to win a shutFreddy Albright, business man- out, .1-0. Mesa also drove in the
ager of the Spartan Daily, has winning run when Al Fantor2.1
given up his career as a race track came home on his hit.
tout on the advice of his friends.
Mesa’s control was perfect, he
Maybe we should say former allowed no walks during the nine
friends.
innings and struck out sixteen beIt seems Freddy, who up to this fuddled Bear cubs.
time was one of the most popular students on the campus, gave
his ex -buddies the tip that they
should bet on a horse bearing
Freddie’s name, All Bright.

MESA HURLS
THREE-HIT BALL

DOWN THE
FURROW
By REX PARRISH
VI40:44:44140:4440:014.1:4054431:401
We are all for the recently
proposed Independent C ollege
Football Conference. According to
the dope, this new league would
involve St. Mary’s, Santa Clara
university, USF, College of Pacific, University of Nevada, and
San Jose State college.
We understand Santa Clara authorities are worrying about the
possibility of student trouble,
should the Broncos meet San Jose
State. sm Leiser, of the Chronicle, in answering this question
voices our sentiments perfectly.
Leiser says, "We see no reason
why Santa Clara and San Jose
State students should have any
trouble with each other. Since San
Jose students want the game, It’s
safe to assume they’d protect it
when they got it. If the Bronco
students want It, they’ll protect
It too."

FROM THE
BULL PEN

PETE DENEVI

WAA Softbajlers
Trim Cal’s Gals
The WAA Softball league leaders 1me through Friday afternoon with two wins over the University of California WAA teams
in a playday at Berkeley. The
"Fly Swatters" blanked the Golden Bears by a 5-0 sweep while
"The DDT’s" were victors over
the Berkeley ball club, 5-1.
Caught with their racquets
down, the Spartan netwomen lost
all but one doubles match to the
Bear’s racqueteers. Marie Gabriel
and Nora Kunberger came through
with flying colors to win the Spartanettes’ only match of the day,
the Gold and White participating
In three singles and doubles
matches. The Spartans played a
good game but were up against experienced players from Cal.
Rumors have it that the playday scheduled with the lettuce
growers’ gals of Salinas for this
Saturday is to be postponed.
Golf Coach Jerry Vroom requests all varsity golf team
members to attend a meeting
tomorrow. The meeting will be
lit
at 4 p.m.

Spartans Prepare
For CCAA Meet

CONFERENCE ADVANTAGES
As to the positive advantages
that might accrue from such a
conference, Leiser neatly sums
thcal up this way: "The proposed
conference would give each of its
Tembers something new to shoot
at. The championship of the,
say, ’Western Independents’ conference’ might well rate Sugar.
Bowl recognition, or other bowl
recognition, even if the champion
happened to have lost a game to
outside team during the season."
"The proposed conference," Leiser continues, "would give each
member an un-costly foundation
schedule of five games each year,
and the five should Just about take
care of the fundamental budget
situation on each campus each
year."
We repeat, we’re behind the
idea of the new conference. We’d
like to hear it talked up a little
more, and we’d like to see the
wheels start rolling that would
put such a conference into actual
operation.
We know it will take a little
ONI13INVO
time to get the "bugs" worked
out of such a program, but it can
be done, to the mutual advantage
of all concerned.

The Spartan track team is having one of its busiest weeks of
the season. After returning this
morning from the tussle with
Fresno State in the Raisin City,
they must now prepare for the
CCAA meet at Santa Barbara
Among those who lost their roll Saturday.
on the limning glue factory were
SPARTANS FAVORED
a sports editor of a college newsOnce
again, the local squad will
paper and a well known restaurant
operator who goes under the name be favored to walk off with top
honors, but should receive much
of Dave.
The first and worst of all frauds
sterner competition than last
is to cheat oneself
Bailey.
COED SWIMMING MEETS
year,
The Spartans will probably
An Idea has come our way which
we think has a lot of merit, to capture enough first places to
wit, that the college establish co- outscore the individual efforts of
educational swimming meets. It San Diego State, Fresno State,
will raise the swimming team College of Pacific, Santa Barbara
from a comparitively minor sport college, and California Poly, but
SEASIDE SERVICE 4th & William
in college competition to a major may have trouble taking second,
third, and fourth place spots in
sport.
swimming wui turn from being several events.

ALBI&IGHT’S ENEMIES
According to Albright’s enemies,
of which there are now many, the
nag is still running at Bay Meadows. He is expected to hit the
finish line sometime tonight.

3e per gal. off
BOB & TED’S

FIELD EVENTS STRONG
According to past performances,
San Jose appears to have a definite edge in the- A40, 880, mile,
high jump, pole vault, discus,
javelin, and shot put. The dashes
and relay are doubtful, while the
Spartans will be underdogs in
both the 120 high and 220 low
FRIENDSHIP REMAINS
hurdles, the broad jump, and two
In answer to our many readers, mile.
Mon, Dad, and the little woman,
Following the CCAA meet, the
we are not on unfriendly terms tough competition with the top
with_ Dave _r_ainait. whom_
blasted In our column a few weeks the U. S. begins.
ago.

a non-spectator sport to one
that will be deluged with spectators. Triple the number now
turning out for the team will report for practice.
Come to think of it, "Jeeves,
get our swimming trunks out of
the mothballs."

THREE MILES NORTH OF PALO
Plenty of

BUTTER
and no complaints when
you at chicken a In

FINGERS
at

3435 El Camino - Atherton

--Es+sblislvecl 4921

AWLPiro

J

Read the Daily Classifieds

ART CLEANERS
Prompt and Efficient Service
SPECIAL 8-HOUR SERVICE TO STUDENTS
"In at 9 Out at 5"
Marc Tatum (y)
Corner

of 9th & Santa Clara

Col. 2717

01 1reir

etele

to sip coffee together in the morning.
UNDERWOOD vs. SULLIVAN
Speaking of writer’s feuds. Carl
Underwood, Spartan track and
field editor, is burned up at a
column authored by the eminent
San Francisco Examiner writer,
Prescott Sullivan.
Sullivan wrote that Howard
Overhouse, San Jose State pole
vaulter, held on to the pole as he
Went over the bar. Not so, claims
Mr.
Underwood.
"Sullivan
is
wrong. It may happen ones In
a great while, but not regularly."
Underwood stated.

TAKE A TIP
FROM ME
No more rub,no more
scrub. Your scrubbing is over!

LAUNDERETTE
FREE PARKING
Barbaray Peterson I, t

463 So. 2nd St.

Col.

9746-J
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SENIORS SMASH SJSC RECORDS WITH OVER 500 GRADUATING
Spartans tentatively graduating
in June and August number approximately 500, reports Mrs.
Margaret Henningsen, Registrar’s
office.
The complete list of the tentative eandidat,es for graduates of
the class of 1947-48 follows. Mrs.
Henningsen asks candidates to
check with her if their names are
spelled incorrectly, or left off the
list.
A. B. DEGREE WITH
TEACHING CREDENTIAL
Yvonne M. Anderson, Marilyn
Marie Macigalupi, Dorian Shirley
Baker, Jean-Louise Baltz, Marjorie Lorraine Barnard, Marjorie
Louise Bennett, Adele Lorraine
Bertolotti, Lois Claire Beuttler,
Norma Marian Biale.
Winifred Jean Soler, Alice May
Brill, ...DeLayne Sonja Broadbent,
Marion Dorothy Broughon, Jerome
Charles Brown, Adeline Irene
.Brusa, Betty Mae Bunker, Eleanor
Jean Cain, Alice Geraldine Lainpen, Evelyn Merrill Cassiday.
Marilyn Terese Casstevens, Faye
Estis Christensen, Beverley
Yvonne Clay, Martha Marie Colburn, -Patricia M. Cook, Lucile
Abbott Coulson:Shirley Ann Craw,
Betty Lorraine Crawford, Charles
Clarke Crush, Robert Michael
Culp, George William DeGregori.
Emil* Elizabeth Dillon, Barbara
Jene Doyle, Docia Roberta Dunn,
Harvey Adams Felt, Millicent Agnes Filer, Eleanor Jane Fleming,
Allison Foster Jr., Wilma Mae
Foster, Betty Berenice Frapwell,
Ella Beatrice German.
Josephine Ann Giordano, Gaynl
Lee Goard, Dorothy Jane Gordon,
Marvel Lurell Berg Greenley, Patricia Mine Griffin, Martha Pearl
Hale, E. Marie Harray, Dorothy
Aileen
Harvey, Lois Beverley
Ilaueter, Roberta Marjorie Held,
Elinor Mae Herzig, Esther May
Ilessel, Andy Bright Holme, Rachel
Bogart Hughes.
Virginia Lee Imboden, Dan Jackson, James Kenneth Johnson, Shirley Elizabeth Johnson, Edith Anne
Johnston, Mary Harriet Jonas,
Ellsworth Frank Judy, John Michael Kane, Norma Maxine Kemper, Anne Elizabeth Kernohan,
Elizabeth Ann Knight, Ruth Ann
Kreinkamp, Doris Jean London.
Doris May Lutz, Dona Mae
McCarthy, M. Ysleta -McCarthy,
Victor W.McLane,Patricia Eulalie
McNett, Norma Catherine Martin,
Mary Jean Melcher, Anita Messina, Mary Jean Minahan, Jacqueline Almira Mitchell,Linda Yvonne
Montgomery.
Dorothy Haile Moody, Genevieve
Marie Oliver, Betty Jean Paterson, Shirley Elizabeth Pearson,
Carolyn May Peaslee, Elizabeth
Ann Peterson, Grace Barbara Pisa,
Katherine Shirley Regan,R.. Margaret Robinson, Doris Fern Robison.
George Edward Rudloff, Geraldine Irene Salina,Jacqueline Johnston Sallady, Annette Theresa
Schatten, Olive Rebecca Schweitzer, Betty LaVern Sills, Howard
Arthur Slatoff, Phyllis Mae Sleeth,
Evelyn Adele Smith, Peter Christian Sorensen.
Betty Jean Stevenson, Harold
Alvin Taylor, Robert Henry Thorn,
Ruth
Linda Thompson, Anna
Louise Toaspern, Mary Virginia
True, Elsa Bertolino Trutnan, Leofore Jean Valerio, Bette Jane
Jones
Pearl
Wathen,
Jennie
Weaver, Ralph Roswell Wheeler,
Gerhard George Wiens, Wanda
Rae Zimmer, Helen Carolyn Zuckswerth.

Black, Charles E. Blackwell, Melvin BioniquIst. Tudor Misha Bogart.
Lilburn Ellis Boggs, Clinton
Trailer Boles, Gladys Ann Bonindelli, Loretta Theresa& Bowman,
Bernice M. Brenner, Miriam Grace
Brewster, Benjamin Riot Briggs,
Ernest Lawrence Brioz.a, Thomas
Craig Britton.
Laurent
Raymond
Broussal,
Beverly Jane Brown, Harold WesWilliam Kenneth
ley Brydon,
Buhn, Frank D. Butterfield, Walter Morris Bybee,Barbara Frances
Cakebread, Geraldine, Faber Caligaris, Louis Celestino Caligaris,
Richard Edward Calvello.
Vivian Rose Cannelora, Jocelyn
Abbigale Capp, Alfred Joseph Cardona, Edwin Theodore Carney, Angelo Cosmo Centanni, Donna Rae
Chaboya, Louise Pratcher Chaney,
Robert Nicholas Chargin; §ally
Rosemarie Chorich,iRaymond Elliott Clarkson.
John Wallace Clemson, Maxine
Lannin Cohen, Barbara Jean Connolly, Helen Elizabeth Copley,
Geraldine J. Cordeiro, Beverly
Jean Court, Adolph J. Crossfield,
Lenore Clarissa Curtiee, Jack
l4Clisen Dahlquist, James William
Daley, Jack Musto Daly.
Betty Jean Danziger, Marley
Morgan Darneal, Raymond Joseph
Davilla, Nancy Jane Davis, Jack
Clifford Daw, Dorothea Elsie Dettmer, Donna Marie Dever, Joan
Gloria Dickey, Shirley Louise Dix,
Ethel Mae Dodge, Joanne Doty.
Norman MeLford Doyle, Betty
Boris Dubin, Barbara Ann Dunn,
Melvin Albert Burst, Guy Edward
Ekwall, Robert Wallace Eldridge,
Marion Ellis, John Willard Ellsworth, Lucille Tilda Eugein, Ernest Albert Faitos, Lacquelyn
Norma Fenno, George A. Fernandez, Yvonne Dean Fielder.
Barbara Jean Fillmore, Milton
Hubert Foskett, Natalie Jean Foster, David Wilson Fraley, Melvin David Frank, Eleanor Mae
Freitas,
Abner
Marvin Fritz,
Christina Mary 1Fuelle, Bonnie
Beatrice Galbreath, Bertram C.
Gale, William Martin Gallagher,
Doris Evelyn Garnkk, Gilbert M.
Gass.
George Alden Geiwitz, George
William Genevro, Louis Harrison
Gibbs, Charles Pauson Ginsburg,
Elizabeth Jean Gonzales, Howard

Stanley Paul Meetz, Walter Benjamin Stinson, Keith R. StodR. Greenfield, Jean Mark Green beaux. Paul Reuther von Hafften, Frank Mendel, Arthur Joseph dard, Kathryn Marian Stone, ArWarren Carl Hagman I:, James Mercuri, Henry Osek Meyer, Sal- lene Ross Strand, Billie Bernice
vador Milian, Martha Lee Miner, Street, Francis Jerry Svilich,Doris
Wesley Hall.
Ernest T. Hamlin, Fontelle K. Glen Ernst Minuth, Riehard Allen Evelyn Sylvester, Arthur DeWitt
Hamlin, Virginia Elaine Hanks, Morton, Joan Willa Mote, Robert Tanner, Frances ’Trowbridge TayBernice Gelling Hansen, Beverly Peter Murillo, Edward R. Mutters- lor, Dwight Edward Teall, Donald
Joyce Hansen, Doris Claire Han- bach Jr., Richard Taylor Myron. Arthur Thompson, Madaline Ann
Victor Alfred Namanny, Wil- Thompson, Maurice K. Thompson,
son, Mary Virginia Harrison, William Willis Bartell, Arthur Wil- liam Dale Nelligan, Norton Nichols Emily Sarah Tomson, LaVerna
liam Hartinger, Barbara Let Hart- Jr.,John Webster Nicholson, Rich- Lee Tillman.
Henry Joseph Tonini, Walter
ley, Norma Olea Haueter, Robert ard Claus Nissen, Ralph William
Nix, Jack Lowell Nixon, Joyce Louis Toupin, Eileen Anne TrembW. Hawley.
Edith Frances Hazel’, Betty Beverly Norwall, Mary Dorothy ley, ,Neva Lyons Trett, Tommy
Jean Helm, Virginia Lee Hennigan, Nyland, William Frederick O’Bay- Edward Trombetta, Harold Eldon
Pauline Nell Henry, Sylvia Ruth ley,, Patricia Ann O’Brien, Mary Truscott, Warren Malvern UnHildebrandt, Robert Emmett Kathryn O’Donnell, Herbert L. itedt, Irene Miriam Verona, Moises
Hines, Harry Tr Hofman, Jacob Orford, George Raymond Orr, Flores Villarreal, Gregory Thomas
Vistica, William Clayborri Wagner,
Eberly Hoover Jr., John Wolph Oliver W. Osborn.
Kenneth Dale Pack, Angelina Aileen Jane Walker, Charles LeonHopkins, William Mlles Houser
Jr., Basil B. Howe, Ann Meredith Mary Palazzari, Patricia Lynn ard Wall, William Douglas WalHughes, Karl Herman Hummel Jr., Park, Lola Sanchez Partal, Callie lace, James Lloyd Waterman,
John Z. Ickes, Henry Lewis Im- Janice Paul, Eva Hill Pecchenino, Richard Dool Waters.
Harold Gene Watts, Lloyd Sansen, Barbara Jean Jackson, Jac- Patricia Ruth Pellett, Ralph Harold Peterson, Mildred Jean Pettey, ford Weber, Harold Carl Wendqueline Jamison.
Ann Dorothea Jensen, Jacque- Willette Mildred Petty, Charles landt, Orrin E. Wendling, Norris
line Lois Jensen, Ruth Evelyn James Phillips, Audrey Jean Pick- Gall Westcott, Mina Claire White,
Jensky, Luverne Sheldon John- well, Elwood Francis Pierce, Rob- William Warren White, Samuel
son, Robert Percy Johnson, Roy ert M. Pifferini, Antoinette Pilaria, Kasper Wight, John Price Wilber,
Lee Jones, Martha Marie Julian, Edgar Lewis Pittman, Walter T. Ruth Marie ’ Wileman, Chester P.
,
Williams, Paul Whitney. Williams,.
Elaine Reva Kahn, Alice Eliza- Plant, Eugene Oscar Pohl.
Brice Vern George Williamson, Margaret
beth Kallrneyer, Arthur Rud- - Patricia - Maud Polk,
man, Patricia Marie Kelly, Wil- Leonard Prather, Vera Henrietta Mary Wishart, Stewart William
liam Hudson Kinsley, Shirley Ev- Ramke, Wanda Belle Ramsey, Wobber, Lois Ethelyn Wolfe.
Jean Wong, Joyce Olivia Woods,
elyn Kirkish, Clark Robert Kirk- Meda Jean Randall, Clark Grant
Reed, Mary Evangeline Reed, James Thomas_ Woolum, Dorothy
patrick.
Arthur James Knight, Lester Mary Lee Richeson, Ernest Hughes Ann Worthen, James A. York,
Arthur Knorr, Merle G. Knox, Rickard, Floyd George Riddle, Robert Lindsay Young, Stanley
Brenda Koplin, Thomas Richard Charlotte Inabeth Roberts, Ed- Claude Young.
Lair, Marvin Herman Langholff, ward W. Roberts.
Phillip Wayne Robertson, Mor- POST GRADUATES RECEIVING
Peggy Karyl Lauch, Charles RobTEACHING CREDENTIALS
ert Laudie, Robert Anthony tis Marie Robinson, Leslie Warren
Laurie, Kuan-Lou Lee, Henry Le- Ross, Diem Dominic Rossetto, Billie Asher, Ernest Martin AzeBetty. Mae Rouard, Eznria Lor- vedo, Marie Catherine Binsacca,
land.
Lemke, Lawrence L. raine Rucker, Milo R. Sallady, Martha Jane Colburn, Vincent AnJoseph
Lewallen, Frank William Leyva, Francis Stephen Sanfillppo, Frisco thony CUCUZZR, Alfeo Dal Favero,
Margaret Madison Lincoln, Bon- liario Sartor, Everett George Saw- Hal D. Draper, Robert Earl Ehrnie Jean Lingenfelter, Ardath yer, Frances Beatrice Schnell, Irv- man, William John Elam, Shirley
Dutcher Logan, Janet Joy Long- ing Schynert, Lowell Winfield Marie Everett, Virginia Dawn
den, Rose-Marie Louis, Pearl Pa- Scott, Joseph Frands Sitarist, Foss,
tricia Linn, Bernard McCavitt, William David Shepherd.
Peter G1111 Jr., Betty Jean Helm,
Jack Luttrell Silvey, Dorothy Welton Roger King, William Glen
Miriam Ann McClurg, Betty Eleanor McConkey, Robert McCor- May Simson, Barbara Murtagh LaBee, Doris Amelia Lenahan,
mack, Dorothy June McCullough, Smith, Faustlna Reynolds Smith, Bruce Irving .Lepper, Erie RayJoann Ashworth Smith, Madge mond Madison.
Donald Roscoe MacDowell.
William James McFarland, Joan Reed Smith, Robert 0. Snyder,
Roland
Harry
Bert
Mason,
Ruby McInnes, Perry Lawrence Marie A. Somky, Milton Michael Miracle, Jeananne Morse, Lucile
McIntyre, Don Malcolm McKen- Spinner, Darwin Anthony Spolyar, R. Mor to n, Dale Dunlop Nelzie, Margaret Anne McLean, Mor- Ronald Earl Staley.
(Continued on page 6)
Hubert James Stanton, Donald
ton Perry MacLeod, James Eugene
McNelley, Lester B. MeNelly Jr.,
Margaret Gail McNeil, Laura Lorene McRae, Patricia Elaine Maddox,Thomas Edward Malone, Ernest Harold Marks.

SPALDING
gcS

COKE AND MUSIC
FOR HAPPY MOMENTS

A.. B. DEGREE WITHOUT
EACHING CREDENTIAL-Beverly Lucille Arnerich, Paul
trong Jr., EmersonArends, James, Whatley Allison,
Loren Fredrick Allen, Vivien C.
Ako, Vernon Akamian, Wallace
0. Austin, Veronica Elizabeth
Baker.
Emily R. Baptista, Bryce Liuream -Barnard, Neal Ralph Barnard, Robert Earl Barnett, Stella
Paul Gordon
Jeanette Barret,
Bastow, Barbara Jo Baumann, Arthur Horace Bayley, Colleen Marie
Bean, Vivian Marie Beard, Janis
Maribel Beecroft, Pauline Gibson
Bennett, Claire Michaelson Bergrun, Virginia Augusta Bertolucci,
John Morris Berntti, Tressie Van
Ostrand Bertutti, James Gordan

THE TWINS OF
CHAMPIONSHIP TENNIS
The SPALDING and the Spalding.
made 1Vaicwr a Dinots Tennis Balls
lead the field in official adoptions for
Major Tournaments, including the U.S.
Davis Cup and National Championthips.
Ask for it either stay ... both
inde-marks mean Me same thing.
11101TLID UNDER ALITMONTY OF DM COCA-COLA COMPANY SY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANYSAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
0 1955, TIN Com-Colo Compows

IMIN

More

WAA GOLF: There will be no
meeting today. Meeting will be
held Thursday at 4:30.
WAA BOWLING CLUB: Meeting this afternoon at 3:30 at Jose
Bowling alley.
(Continued from page 5)
SPARTAN SPINNERS: Meet
son, Winifred Mary Ooghe, Geral- at 7:30 tonight at Women’s gym.
dine Carrillo Osborne, Elizabeth Dr. and Mrs. Duncan will conduct
Guthrie Peers, Jane Sarah Pope, dances.
Mary Fern Roberson, Francis Warren Robinson, Jane Ellen Roney,
Marilyn Reams Savage.
Vernon Charles Silver, Alf Lewis
Starkle, Joseph Mayer Stein, Melvin Harold Stickney, Irene Hugo
Tamony, Lester Loraine Weagly,
Homer Don Wolfe, Patricia Anne
Young.

GRADUATES

TORCH AND SWORD: Installation dinner tonight at 7:15 at
I De Anza hotel.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA: Meeting
tonight at 7:30 in room 24.
SWIMMING CLUB: Regular
meeting tonight at 7.
SOPHOMORE SPARDI GRAS
COMMITTEE: Meeting today at
3:30 in Student Union.

Y BAND PRACTICE: Meet today at 3:15 at Student Y.
CO-ED RECREATION: Meeting -tonight at 7 in room 20.
SOCIAL , AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: Meeting today at 4:30 in
room 24.
CO-ED RECREATION: Elenore
Johnson report to Women’s P.E.
dept. office.

CHAPEL: Meeting at 12:30 today in L211.
FRESHMAN CLUBS: Meeting
at 7:30 tonight in Sttident Union.
I NTE R-CULTURAL CLUB:
Meeting tonight at 7:30 in Student Y.
MEETING OF ALL varsity golf
team players tomorrow at 4 in
Tiny Hartranft’s office.

More

TRACK
(Continued from page 1)
One mileHaynes (SJ), Seyfour (SJ), no third.-4:31.0.
440Inman (SJ), Webster (S
J), Georgini (F).-50.8.
100Smalley (SJ), Bingham (S
J), O’Meara (SJ).-9.7.
120 H.H.Olsen (F), Smythe
(SJ), Martin (F).-14.9.
880Knowles, Seymour, Nash,
all 4SJ).-1:54.8.
220Smalley,-Bingham, O’MeaI(SJ).-21.8.
Two mile--Knok (SJ), Vierra
(F), Birmingham (SJ), Smythe
(SJ)4-23.8.
MI* RelaySan Jose (Inman,
Knowles, Plymire, Haynes) -3:26.
High jumpVarneck (SJ), Morgan (SJ), Lohse and Slade(F).6". 23/4".
Broad jumpBirmingham (SJ),
Waterman (F), Fortier (SJ).22’ 5 3/4".
Pole vaultH. Overhouse (SJ),
Lankas (SJ), Hibner (F).-13’6".
JavelinLickens (SJ), Perreira
(F), Sciacqua (F).-205’ 3".
Shot putLinn (pJ), Dorfrneier (F), R. Overhouse (SJ).-43.8".
DiscusR. Overhouse 5.1), Linn
(5J), Denmark (SJ).-151’ 4".

Announcements
Bev. Clarence Franz of the
First Christian church will be the
guest speaker at the weekly Chapel service today at 12:30 in room
L 211, according to Chairman Fred
Jobs.
SILVER SABER SOCIETY:
Meeting tonight at 7:30 in B63.
RADIO CLUB: Meeting tonight
at 7:30 in Science basement.
CALVIN CLUB: Meeting to’night at 7:30 at Campus Inn, 48
No. 3rd. Rev. Goldthwaite will
speak on "Creation and Sin of
Man."
DELTA THETA OMEGA: Softball game on San Carlos turf tonight at 6:30.
BIBLIOPHILES: Meeting today
at 12:30 in room 212. Any members who cannot attend this meeting and are going to Sacramento
must contact either Shirley Kirkish or Mrs. Martin before tonight.
PHI UPSILON PI: Meeting today at 10:30 in room S 29.
Y MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE: Meeting at 4:30 today in
Student Y.
Y FINANCE COMMITTEE:
Meeting today at 11:30 in Student Y.
RIFLE TEAM: Meeting at Los
Gatos City Hall, Los Gatos, at
7:30 p.m. today.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION: Meeting tonight at
7:30 in room 21.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB: Meeting
today at 3:30 in room 122. All upper division psychology majors are
invited to attend and take part
in the Psychology Dept. faculty
seminar today.

UN
0 OTHER
CIGARETTE CAN TAKE
CHESTERFIELD’S PLACE
WITH ME. THEY SATISFY."

kaput
CURRENTLY STARRING IN

"THE BIG CLOCK"
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

( FROM A SERIES OF STATEMENTS BY PROMINENT TOBACCO FARMERS)

Liggett & Myers buy top quality cigarette tobacco
and pay top prices for it . . . nobody will average
paying more than they do year in and year out.
I’ve been sinoking Chesterfields ever since I’ve
been smoking. I just like them. . . they have real
tobacco flavor.
FARMER DANVILIE,VA.

CLASSIFIED ADS
TERM PAPERS TYPED: Stu 110111. _Wail unfirTai T
Have term papers typed now before last minute rush. Edited; low
student rates. Bonnie Ireland,
212A Porter Bldg., Santa Clara
St. at 2nd. Col. 4742-J.
FOR SALE: 7 Cu. ft. Coldspot
refrigerator with new unit; new
Norge dlx. washing machine. Apt.
122 E. Spartan City after 4 p.m.
LOST: Blue ceramic necklace.
Name, Hilda Bresler written on
back of front pieces. Finder call
Col. 3456-R.
FOR SALE: Registered female
cocker pup, $25. See Waldo Williams or call Bal. 37204.-609 So.
3rd St.

.HESTERFIELD

tj it LwAys mILDER RETITH

TASTING COOLER tiNlOk INC

